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About	the	Employment	Agreement	



Employment Agreement (Work Contract) 

•  Governed	by	the	EMPLOYMENT	CONTRACTS	ACT		
	
•  It	applies	to	contracts	(employment	contract)	that	are:	
	
1.  		entered	into	by	an	employee,	
2.  		agreeing	personally	to	perform		
3.  		work	for	an	employer		
4.  		under	the	employer's	direction	and	supervision		
5.  		in	return	for	pay	or	some	other	remuneration		



Employment Agreement 
•  The	Form	of	the	Contract:	
•  An	employment	contract	may	be	oral,	written	or	electronic,	but	written	is	

the	only	recommended	one!	
•  The	basic	model	employment	contract	is	open-ended	
•  It	can	be	fixed	term	only	when	it	has	been	made	for	a	specific	fixed	term	

for	a	justified	reason		
•  These	justified	reasons	can	be	for	example:	
1.  Being	somebody's	temp	(a	temporary	post)/	deputy-ship	
2.  Periodical	work	(e.g.	in	a	garden,	in	a	road	building	site,	picking	up	

strawberries/other	fruit)/peak	demand	
3.  Completing	some	specific	and	time-limited	project	
4.  Work	experience	placement	

	



• A	fixed-term	contract	can	only	be	dissolved/terminated	for	very	
weighty	reason	unless	otherwise	and	especially	agreed	on	the	work	
contract	e.g.	by	agreeing	on	a	period	of	notice	
•  It	can	adhere	to	both	or	to	employee,	but	not	only	to	employer	(so	
that	the	employer	could	terminate	the	agreement	with	a	period	of	
notice,	but	not	the	employee:	they	will	have	to	have	the	same	rights	
or	the	employee	should	have	better	rights)	
• Contracts	made	for	a	fixed	term	on	the	employer's	initiative	without	
a	justified	reason,	shall	be	considered	open-ended	
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Trial Period (probationary period) 

•  The	employer	and	the	employee	may	agree	on	a	trial	period	of	a	
maximum	of	six	(6)	months	starting	from	the	beginning	of	the	work		
•  If	a	fixed-term	employment	relationship	is	shorter	than	12	months,	
the	trial	period	may	not	exceed	50	%	of	the	duration	of	the	
employment	period	as	a	whole	



• A	probationary	period	can	only	be	agreed	upon	at	the	beginning	of	
the	contract	of	employment	and	once	regarding	one	employment	
unless	there	are	new	tasks	or	other	objective	reasons	for	a	new	trial	
period	during	that	employment		
•  This	will	also	adhere	to	a	new	employment	agreement	between	the	
same	parties	if	the	tasks	and	the	work	the	employee	will	come	to	
perform	are	the	ones	(and	unchanged)	he/she	has	done	during	the	
previous	employment	
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•  The	grounds	for	dissolving	the	contract	of	employment	during	the	
probationary	period	must	NOT	be	discriminating	or	inappropriate	
(like	illness	or	something	similar)	
• During	the	probationary	period,	the	employee	shall	be	paid	his/her	
normal	remuneration	(basically	not	possible	to	pay	less	during	this	
time,	but	it	happens)	
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Prohibition of discrimination, employer´s duty to 
equal treatment of the employees 

•  The	employer	shall	not	exercise	any	unjustified	discrimination	against	
employees	on	the	basis	of	age,	health,	disability,	national	or	ethnic	
origin,	nationality,	sexual	orientation,	language,	religion,	opinion,	
belief,	family	ties,	trade	union	activity,	political	activity	or	any	other	
comparable	circumstance	(will	be	punished	according	the	Criminal	
Procedure	Act)	
• All	employees,	whether	part-time,	fixed-term	or	open-ended	workers	
must	be	treated	equally	



Information on principal terms of work in the 
work agreement 
1.  the	domicile	or	business	location	of	he	employer	and	the	employee;		
2.  the	date	of	commencement	of	the	work;		
3.  the	duration	of	a	fixed-term	employment	contract	and	the	justification	for	

specifying	a	fixed	term;		
4.  the	trial	period;		
5.  the	place	where	the	work	is	to	be	performed	or,	if	the	employee	has	no	primary	

fixed	workplace,	an	explanation	of	the	principles	according	to	which	the	
employee	will	work	in	various	work	locations;		

6.  the	employee's	principal	duties;		
7.  the	collective	agreement	applicable	to	the	work;		



Information on principal terms of work in the 
work agreement 
8.	the	grounds	for	the	determination	of	pay	and	other	remuneration,	and	
the	pay	period;		

9.	the	regular	working	hours;		
10.	the	manner	of	determining	annual	holiday;		
11.	the	period	of	notice	or	the	grounds	for	determining	it;	(recommended	
according	to	the	law)	

12.	in	the	case	of	work	performed	abroad	for	a	minimum	period	one	month,	
the	duration	of	the	work,	the	currency	in	which	the	monetary	pay	is	to	be	
paid,	the	monetary	remunerations	and	fringe	benefits	applicable	abroad,	
and	the	terms	for	the	repatriation	of	the	employee.		



General applicability of collective agreements  

•  The	employer	shall	observe	at	least	the	provisions	of	a	national	
collective	agreement	considered	representative	in	the	sector	in	
question	(generally	applicable/all-binding	collective	agreement)	on	
the	terms	and	working	conditions	of	the	employment	relationship	
that	concern	the	work	the	employee	performs	or	nearest	comparable	
work		
• Any	term	of	an	employment	contract	that	is	in	conflict	with	an	
equivalent	term	in	the	generally	applicable	collective	agreement	is	
void,	and	the	equivalent	provision	in	the	generally	applicable	
collective	agreement	shall	be	observed	instead	



Non-Competition => in the law 

• Competing	activity		
• During	the	employment	the	employees	shall	not	do	work	for	another	
party	or	engage	in	such	activity	that	would,	taking	the	nature	of	the	
work	and	the	individual	employee's	position	into	account,	cause	harm	
to	their	employer	as	a	competing	activity	contrary	to	fair	employment	
practices	
• Business	and	trade	secrets		
• During	the	term	of	employment,	the	employee	shall	not	neither	
utilize	nor	divulge	to	third	parties	the	employer's	trade	or	business	
secrets	



The Non-Competition Agreement 

•  For	a	particularly	weighty	reason	(usually	present	in	gaming	industry)	
to	the	operations	of	the	employer	in	the	employment	relationship,	an	
agreement	made	at	the	beginning	of	or	during	the	employment	
relationship	(agreement	of	non-competition)	may	limit	the	
employee's	right	to	conclude	an	employment	contract	on	work	to	
begin	after	the	employment	relationship	has	ceased	with	an	
employer	which	engages	in	operations	competing	with	the	first-
mentioned	employer,	and	also	the	employee's	right	to	engage	in	such	
operations	on	his	or	her	own	account.		
• Has	to	be	concluded	especially	



The Non-Competition Agreement 

•  The	criteria	taken	into	account	include:	
	
1.  the	nature	of	the	employer's	operations	
2.  the	need	for	protection	related	to	keeping	a	business	or	trade	

secrets	
3.  special	training	given	to	the	employee	by	the	employer		
4.  the	employee's	status,	position	and	duties	
5.  or	a	special	clientele	attached	to	the	employee	



The Non-Competition Agreement 

•  This	agreement	may	restrict	the	employee's	rights	for	a	maximum	of	
six	(6)	months	
•  If	the	employee	receives	a	reasonable	compensation	for	the	
restrictions,	this	period	can	be	extended	to	a	maximum	of	one	year	
Instead	of	(work	contract	may	NOT	include	both!)	compensation	for	
loss/damages	(the	first	option),	the	agreement	may	include	a	
provision	on	a	contractual	penalty/payment	for	liquidated	damages,	
which	shall	not	exceed	the	employee´s	pay	for	six	(6)	months	



New developments 

• According	to	the	report	of	the	working	group	(The	Ministry	of	
Employment	and	the	Economy),	the	obligation	to	compensate	the	
employee	for	the	non-competition	agreement	will	be	extended	to	all	
agreements	
• Under	current	law,	the	obligation	to	pay	compensation	relates	only	to	
non-competition	agreements	which	include	a	non-competition	
obligation	of	more	than	six	months		



New developments 

• Now	the	non-competition	agreement	should	be	compensated	for	the	
employee	on	a	percentage	basis	
•  The	amount	of	the	compensation	would	depend	on	the	employee's	
salary	and	the	agreed	length	of	the	non-compete	obligation,	i.e.	the	
restriction	period		
•  For	a	limitation	period	of	up	to	six	months,	compensation	would	be	
40%	of	the	normal	salary,	and	for	a	limitation	period	of	more	than	six	
months,	60%	of	the	normal	salary	
•  This	compensation	should	be	paid	during	the	non-competition	period	



Pay during illness  

•  Employees	who	are	prevented	from	performing	their	work	because	
of	an	illness	or	accident	are	entitled	to	pay	during	illness	
•  If	the	employment	relationship	has	lasted	for	a	minimum	of	one	(1)	
month,	the	employee	is	entitled	to	full	pay	for	the	period	of	disability	
up	to	the	end	of	the	ninth	(9)	day	following	the	date	of	falling	ill,	but	
only	up	to	the	point	at	which	the	employee's	right	to	national	
sickness	allowance	under	the	Sickness	Insurance	Act		



COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR SENIOR SALARIED 
EMPLOYEES IN TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES 

• Where	the	senior	salaried	employee	has	been	continuously	employed	
for	a	period	of:		
•  at	least	one	(1)	month	but	no	longer	than	one	year,	s/he	will	get	his/
her	normal	salary	for	four	(4)	weeks		
•  at	least	one	(1)	year	but	no	longer	than	five	years,	s/he	will	get	his/
her	normal	salary	for	five	(5)	weeks		
•  5	years	or	longer,	s/he	will	get	his/her	normal	salary	for	three	(3)	
months		



Grounds for termination of the employment 
contract by means of notice (irtisanominen and 
varoitus) 
•  The	employer	shall	not	terminate	an	open-ended	employment	contract	
without	a	proper	and	weighty	reason	
•  Can	be	either	a	person-related	or	financial	and	production-related		
•  A	period	of	notice	will	ensue,	varying	from	two	(2)	weeks	to	six	(6)	months	
depending	on	the	length	of	the	employment	
•  A	person	him/herself	can	of	course	always	leave	if	s/he	only	follows	the	
required	period	of	notice	
•  Before	resorting	to	the	termination	on	person-related	grounds	the	
employee	must	be	given	a	notice	in	order	to	be	able	to	change	his/her	
ways	and	correct	the	situation	=>	hence	termination	cannot	follow	notice	
straight	away	



Cancellation/Termination (without a period of 
notice) of the employment contract (purku) 

•  Only	upon	an	extremely	weighty	cause	the	employer	is	entitled	to	cancel	an	
employment	contract	with	an	immediate	effect	=>	the	employer	has	to	resort	to	
this	measure	in	14	days	after	becoming	aware	of	the	cause	
•  Compensation	for	groundless	termination	of	an	employment	contract		
•  If	the	employer	has	terminated	an	employment	contract	contrary	to	the	grounds	
laid	down	in	this	Act,	the	employer	must	be	ordered	to	pay	compensation	for	
unjustified	termination	of	the	employment	contract.	The	exclusive	compensation	
must	be	equivalent	to	the	pay	for	a	minimum	of	three	(3)	months	or	a	maximum	
of	24	months	(depending	on	the	length	of	the	employment,	the	age	of	the	
employee,	how	long	(s)he	has	been	unemployed,	how	the	employer	has	behaved	
and	how	big	losses	the	employee	has	suffered	because	of	the	termination)	



General on termination of the agreement 

•  Terminating	the	employment	on	the	person-related	basis	is	usually	
quite	difficult	for	the	employer	
•  Terminating	the	employment	on	the	financial	and	production-related	
basis	is	–	on	the	other	hand	–	actually	quite	easy	and	cheap	for	the	
employer	
•  If	there	are	20	employees	or	more	in	the	company,	the	company	has	
to	follow	the	law	on	Co-operation	negotiations	
(yhteistoimintaneuvottelut)	
•  See	the	law	here:	
https://www.finlex.fi/en/laki/kaannokset/2007/20070334	



About	the	Working	Hours	



Working hours 

• Governed	by	WORKING	HOURS	ACT		
•  This	Act	applies	to	all	work	performed	under	an	employment	contract		
•  This	Act	does	not	apply	e.g.:	

•  to	work	which	can	be	considered	management	(a	narrow	interpretation,	only	
high	level	workers	considered)		
•  or	to	any	worker,	whose	working	time	is	not	agreed	on	and	whose	working	
time	is	not	monitored	
•  to	work	performed	by	an	employee	at	home	or	otherwise	in	conditions	
where	the	time	spent	on	said	work	cannot	be	monitored		



Working hours 

• When	working	hours	are	flexible,	the	regular	daily	working	hours	shall	be	
extended	or	reduced	by	a	flexible	period	of	no	more	than	three	hours	or	as	
agreed=>	the	average	weekly	working	hours	may	not	exceed	40		
•  An	employer	and	an	employee	can	agree	to	reduce	hours	accumulated	in	
excess	of	regular	working	hours	by	free	time	granted	to	the	employee	
•  Additional	work	and	overtime		
•  Additional	work	refers	to	work	done	on	the	employer's	initiative	which	
does	not	exceed	the	regular	working	hours	prescribed	above	(from	37,5	
hours	per	week	to	40	hours)	
•  Overtime	work	is	over	that	period	(over	40	hours	per	week)	



• During	the	”flexi-work”	a	worker	could	do	10-hour	days	and	48-hour	
working	weeks	
• But	it	has	to	even	out	to	40	hour	weeks	during	a	4	months	'period	
• Requires	a	specific	written	agreement	between	the	worker	and	the	
employer	on	this	which	could	be	terminated	with	a	period	of	notice	
•  Should	mainly	be	used	for	knowledge	work	(e.g.	senior	expert	level	
work)	where	at	least	half	of	the	work	is	that	kind	of	work	which	you	
can	do	anywhere	and	any	time	
•  It	cannot	be	agreed	on	a	work	where	the	employer	regularly	
determines	the	time	and	place	work	the	work	(like	customer	service	
on	employer´s	premises	etc.)	
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•  The	Flexi-work	agreement	has	to	cover	at	least	the	following:	
•  The	days	that	the	worker	is	allowed	to	work		
•  The	placement	of	the	weekly	rest	period	
• Possible	fixed	time,	which	cannot	be	placed	between	23-06	
• What	will	be	the	normal	working	time	after	this	agreement	has	been	
terminated	
•  This	law	came	into	force	on	the	1st	January	2020	

Flexi-work 
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•  The	main	thing	to	remember	is	to	make	a	good	agreement	about	this	
• And	since	this	is	an	agreement,	it	can	also	be	terminated	with	the	
period	of	notice	of	three	(3)	months	
• Also,	since	this	is	an	agreement,	the	other	party	(the	employee)	
cannot	be	forced	the	other	one	into	this	model;	it	has	to	be	voluntary	
•  The	employee	will	monitor	working	time	during	this	period	by	him/
herself	
•  The	flexi-time	cannot	be	less	than	50%	of	the	working	time	(so	called	
working	time	autonomy)	

Flexi-work 
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Remuneration for Overtime Work 

•  Remuneration	payable	on	additional	work	and	overtime		
•  The	remuneration	paid	on	additional	work	must	be	at	least	as	much	as	the	
wage	paid	for	the	agreed	working	hours		
•  Additional	work	vs.	overtime	work		
•  The	wage	payable	for	the	first	two	hours	of	overtime	above	the	daily	
regular	working	hours	shall	be	the	regular	wage	plus	50	per	cent	and	for	
additional	hours	(over	10	hours	per	day)	the	regular	wage	plus	100	per	
cent	
•  There	always	has	to	be	a	consent,	permission	or	a	request	from	the	
employer	to	do	this	kind	of	overtime	work:	without	it,	usually	just	hours	
in	the	so	called	“saldo”	



Remuneration for Overtime Work 

•  By	agreement,	wages	payable	for	additional	work	and/or	overtime	can	also	
be	partly	or	completely	converted	into	corresponding	free	time	(the	50	or	
100	per	cent	have	to	be	added	to	this	too!)	during	regular	working	hours		
•  Apart	from	the	hours	in	the	working	time	bank/”saldo”	that	are	
reimbursed	one-to-one	

	
•  Can	also	be	paid	with	a	special	lump	sum	on	top	of	the	basic	salary	each	
month,	but	it	must	correlate	with	the	real	additional	hours	or	overtime	
done	in	a	specific	observation	period	(preferably	done	before	this	kind	of	a	
sum	is	agreed	on)	and	must	be	counted	in	a	way	that	it	involves	the	
remunerations	mentioned	above	(50	%/100	%)	



•  The	changes	came	into	force	2018	
•  It	was	meant	to	battle	zero-hour	–working	agreements/on-call	work	
• Can	only	be	used	(zero-hour	agreements)	if	the	working	time	on	offer	
varies	also	in	reality	
•  The	worker	has	to	be	notified	of	the	timing	and	of	the	placing	of	the	
work	in	good	time	(at	least	two	(2)	weeks	before)	
•  Six	(6)	months´	monitoring	period	=>	if	the	work	has	been	stable,	this	
whole	situation	has	to	be	re-valued	and	renegotiated	(possibly	open-
ended	contract	that	reflects	the	actual	average	hours	=>	if	not:	
employer´s	duty	to	give	grounds	for	”why	not”	

The so called variable working time 
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•  It	is	vital	to	understand	what	the	minimum	working	hours	in	your	
employment	contract	mean	in	reality	
• A	zero-hours	contract	(the	weekly	working	time	is	0-20	hours)	means	
your	employer	does	not	have	to	pay	you	anything	for	a	week	with	
zero	actual	working	hours	unlike	in	a	situation	when	the	minimum	
hours	are	especially	stipulated	in	the	working	contract	(like	e.g.	in	a	
case	where	there	are	5-37,5	hours/w,	5	hours	have	to	be	paid)	
•  In	that	case	the	employers	must	always	pay	at	least	the	minimum	
working	hours	guaranteed	in	the	contract	even	though	no	work	has	
been	offered	

 
 
Zero-hours contract 
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• Right	to	salary	during	sick	leave,	if	there	has	been	a	shift	in	the	work	
shift	list,	if	it	has	been	otherwise	agreed	on	or	if	it´s	otherwise	clear	
that	the	worker	would	have	been	working	that	day	
• Payment	for	this	time	is	the	average	daily	payment	in	6	months´	
period	(previous)	
• And	during	the	period	of	notice	the	work	has	to	be	equal	with	the	
average	working	time	during	the	past	12	(or	less,	but	more	than	one)	
months	
•  Exceeding	work	(with	the	agreement),	only	on	worker´s	consent	

Variable working time 
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New developments 

•  The	Ministry	of	Employment	and	the	Economy	is	preparing	an	
amendment	to	the	Employment	Contracts	Act,	which,	if	
implemented,	would	oblige	the	employer	to	review	the	
implementation	of	the	variable	working	time	condition	agreed	in	the	
employee's	employment	contract	
•  The	review	should	take	place	at	least	every	12	months	
•  If	the	review	reveals	that	more	working	hours	have	been	consistently	
commissioned	during	the	reference	period	than	the	agreed	minimum	
working	hours	in	the	employment	contract,	the	employer	must	offer	
the	employee	additional	hours.	The	offer	should	be	made	within	one	
month	of	the	review	



• A	new	thing	in	the	law:	used	to	based	on	provisions	in	the	collective	
agreements:	can	still	be	based	on	this	law	or	on	collective	agreement	
• Will	be	agreed	on	by	the	employer	and	shop	steward/(other)	elected	
representative	
•  In	the	agreement	on	working	time	bank	it	has	to	be	agreed	on:	

•  what	time	can	be	saved/transferred	to	the	bank	(only	180	hours	per	year)	
•  how	it	can	or	will	be	terminated	(period	of	notice)	
•  how	to	use	the	time	there:	always	at	least	two	(2)	(whole)	weeks	per	year	
•  can	also	be	changed	into	money	under	certain	criteria	

Working time bank 
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About	holidays	and	how	to	earn	them	



Annual Holiday  

• Any	agreement	reducing	the	benefits	that	an	employee	is	entitled	to	
under	this	Act	is	null	and	void	unless	otherwise	provided	in	this	Act.	

	
• Definitions:		

1)	the	holiday	credit	year	means	the	period	from	1	April	to	31	March	

2)	the	holiday	season	means	the	period	from	2	May	to	30	September	(summer	
holiday	season,	outside	this	time:	the	winter	holiday	season,	six	(6)	holiday	
days)		

	



Annual Holiday  

•  Earning	annual	holiday		
•  An	employee	is	entitled	to	two	and	a	half	weekdays	of	holiday	for	each	full	holiday	
credit	month	

•  However,	the	employee	is	entitled	to	two	(2)	weekdays	of	holiday	for	each	full	
holiday	credit	month	if,	by	the	end	of	the	holiday	credit	year,	the	duration	of	the	
employment	relationship	has	been	an	uninterrupted	period	of	less	than	one	year	
(30/24	days	per	year)	

	
•  Full	holiday	credit	month		

•  A	calendar	month	during	in	which	an	employee	has	accumulated	at	least	14	days	of	
work	or,	if	this	cannot	be	met,	done	at	least	35	hours	of	work	per	month	

•  The	model	of	earning	holiday	cannot	be	changed	during	the	employment	except	for	
a	weighty	reason	(e.g.	the	employment	is	turned	into	a	part-time	employment	
permanently	or	for	a	longer	period)	



Annual Holiday  

•  An	employee	has	a	right	to	receive	at	least	his/her	regular	or	average	pay	for	the	
time	of	his/her	annual	holiday,	as	laid	down	in	the	act	
•  Holiday	pay	must	be	paid	before	the	start	of	the	holiday.	For	a	holiday	period	not	
exceeding	six		(6)	days,	the	holiday	pay	may	be	paid	on	the	employee’s	normal	
pay	day	
•  At	the	end	of	an	employment	relationship,	the	employee	is	entitled	to	a	holiday	
compensation	instead	of	annual	holiday	for	any	holiday	entitlement	or	holiday	
compensation	earned	but	not	yet	received		
•  The	“formula”		for	counting	the	holiday	compensation	is:	monthly	salary	/	25	x	
the	number	of	holiday	days	



COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT FOR SENIOR SALARIED 
EMPLOYEES IN TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES 

• Holiday	bonus		

• Unless	otherwise	locally	agreed,	a	holiday	bonus	of	50	per	cent	of	the	
salary	paid	during/for	the	annual	holiday	of	the	senior	salaried	
employee	shall	be	paid		
• Unless	otherwise	locally	agreed,	the	holiday	bonus	shall	be	paid	at	
the	same	time	as	the	salary	for	the	annual	holiday	



Thank	you!	


